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shower
doors

design & innovation



glasstec shower doors
GAPW / GG / GW / GGP / GGPW

non-header system
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GLASSTEC
America’s finest handcrafted, frameless tub and 
shower enclosures give your bathroom a look 
of elegance.  Glasstec enclosures are sleek, 
clean and unrestricted with emphasis placed on 
quality construction.  Unlimited options ensure 
a truly personalized bathroom. Choose the non-
header, header, or slider system that best fits your 
application and style.

Non-Header Systems
• GPW (solid brass) /GAPW (aluminum) wall 
mounted pivot hinge system out swing only. 

• GGP (glass to glass) and GGPW (wall mount) 
pivot hinges are made from solid brass and 
provide the flexibility of a dual-swing door.  

• GG solid brass glass-to-glass dual-swing 
hinges allow you to mount a door to a fixed panel 
which runs 1800 inline.  Panel(s) can run full 
height or can be cut down with use of channels 
or clips.

• GW solid brass wall mount hinges provide 
dual-swing flexibility.



glasstec shower doors
GP / GAP

aluminum header system



GLASSTEC
HYBRID
Combination frameless door 
and framed panels with solid 
brass hinges and hardware. 
Offer a striking blend of 
engineering, innovation and 
design in shower doors and 
tub enclosures.
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frameless, glass to glass

top rolling heavy glass sliding enclosure
steam vent options
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GWS-100 Hinged Spray Panel
Polished Brass, 
3/8” Clear Glass Radius Corner
1 1/4” Pull Knob

Utilized in floor to ceiling models, our vent styles provide you with multiple options when accommodating any steam unit. Designed for easy 
mobility,Century steam vents are perfect for your custom shower enclosure.

Spray Panels
Century’s Hinged Spray Panel is designed for use in tub/shower ap-
plications where a full enclosure is not desired. Standard spray panels 
are 30” x 60” and available for immediate delivery. Custom sizes are 
available upon request.

GCEV - Edge Vent

GPV - Pivot Vent

GCIV - Interior Vent

GCGWV - Glass to Wall Vent

GCGGV - Glass to Glass Vent

GCWWV - Wall to Wall Vent



coda robe hook 
polished nickel finish

symphony robe hook
polished chrome finish

counterpoint robe hook 
brushed nickel finish

aria robe hook
silver anodized finish

hinges / clips, robe hooks, handles & bars

GGP Hinge
GW Hinge  

(Non-Header System)
GG Hinge  

(Non-Header System)

GP / GAP Hinge 
(Header System)

stationary clip 90° through the 
glass corner clip

90° top corner clip

GAPW  
(Non-Header System)

GW Polaris Soft Close

GG Polaris Soft Close



 8” Aria

 12” Ladder Pull

 6” Square
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 6” C-Pull

 6” Circle 6” Spindle

 Modern

 Traditional

 6” Bow

 8” Spindle

 8” C-Pull 8” Bow

 Spindle

 6” C-Pull/Towel Bar Combo

 Bow - 18” or 24” only



 

decorative finishes
glass options

Colortec Paint Colors & Custom Paint Match Available 

polished nickel

oil rubbed bronze

gold anodized

pearl white

satin chrome

satin nickel

silver anodized

antique brushed

satin nickel

polished chrome

satin chrome

24k gold plate

Solid Brass Aluminum



soft hammered

castwhite dots

master carre

glue chip

monumental

linen

3/8 stipolite

reed

satin coral

satin ice

bamboo satin etch

bamboo

bisseluxbubble

niagara
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The optional Diamon-Fusion treatment helps 
protect the glass from the build up of soap 
scum and hard water deposits and reduces 
cleaning time by 50%. When added during 
manufacturing, a vapor mist fills the natural 
microscopic peaks and valleys in the glass 
with a ultra thin optically clear durable material 
making it easier to clean. Simply wipe down with 
a washcloth or squeegee after showering.

Customers ask for ShowerGuard glass by name because it’s the first 
and best permanent protective shower glass on the market. Wipe-on, 
spray-on alternatives may need to be periodically re-applied after 
use. Only ShowerGuard glass is guaranteed for a lifetime.
Offered on 3/8’ glass only.
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